We consider interpolatory type integration rules for the numerical approximation of certain 2D Cauchy Principal Value integrals, based on tensor product of nodal splines.
Introduction
Recently, we have proposed and studied integration rules based on tensor product of quasiinterpolatory splines [2] for the numerical approximation of certain 2D Cauchy Principal Value integrals.
In this paper we shall consider the problem of evaluating the same kind of singular integrals by using integration rules based on tensor product of optimal nodal interpolatory splines. The univariate nodal splines [7] [8] [9] [10] , recently used in one-dimensional integration [4, 6, 15] , have many of the desiderable properties of quasi-interpolatory splines studied in [11] . However, they have the advantage of being interpolatory at the expense of a certain complexity in their definition.
In Section 2 we shall introduce a 2D interpolation operator, defined as tensor product of univariate nodal splines and in Section 3 we shall study its smoothness.
In Section 4 we shall consider integration rules for certain 2D Cauchy Principal Value integrals based on the above operator and we present convergence results, which generalize those known in the one-dimensional case [4, 6, 15] .
On tensor product of optimal nodal splines
Let [a, b] be a finite interval on the real line. For a given integer m >/2, let n satisfy n ~>m-1. We consider a partition of [a, b] Xm, n := {a--Xo<Xl < "'" <X(m_l)n~b} (1) and, by setting ri = X(m-l)i, 0 <<, i <~ n, we define the partition IIm, n:= {% i=0,...,n},
SO that Hm,n cXm,n. The points of IIm,~ and Xm, n\Ilm, n are denoted, respectively, primary and secondary knots corresponding to the partition Xm, n. Let Pm be the set of polynomials of order m (degree ~< m-1 ) and Sin,, the set of polynomial splines of order m with simple knots at the points xi, i= 1 ..... (m-1)n-1, so that Sm, n C cm-2([a,b]) [5] .
It has been proved [8, 9] 
.. n;
(ii) W~p = p, Vp E P,,; (iii) W~ is local, in the sense that, for a fixed xE [a,b] and j such that xE [rj, rj+i], the value of W~f at x depends on the values of f in at most (m + 1 ) neighbouring primary knots. In the linear case (m = 2) we obtain the trivial piecewise linear interpolant of f. Assuming therefore m ~> 3, the defining formula for the operator W,,, on [a, b] is given by
i-py where [4, 7] Pj: for the spline space S,n,, [5, 14] . A computational formula for the coefficients ~i,r,s is given in [8] . In order to obtain the maximal order polynomial reproduction, we can assume m = rh, i.e. we use splines of the same order on both axes.
We remark that W,* is a spline operator with the following properties:
(i) W~* is local, in the sense that W,*f(x, Yc) depends only on values of f in a small neighbourhood of (x,Y);
(ii) W,* interpolates f at the primary knots, i.e. W~*f(ri, ~)= f(zi, f~); (iii) W,* has the optimal order polynomial reproduction property, that means W,*p = p, for all p E Pm 2, where Pm 2 is the set of bivariate polynomials of total order m.
Smoothness of the interpolation operator W~*
In order to study on how well our tensor product operator W~* approximates a function f E C~-~(D), 1 ~<s <m, we introduce the following quantity: 
~ D"~(R(t,?) -W~*R(t,?)) if 0~<v+~<s, E,.~,s(t,t) = [ D,.~W,R (t,t)
if s<<.v + 9<m,
Proof. We do not present the proof because it is similar to that of Lemma 8. We shall call a sequence of spline spaces {Sm, n X Sm, e} quasi uniform if they are based on a sequence of q.u. partitions. We denote by H the norm of the primary partition FIm, n
l<~i<<.n likewise we define/4 for the partition /Tm,~. We assume that H ~ 0 as n ~ oc and/4 ~ 0 as v7 ~ ec. Furthermore, for any t>0, for any region (9 C ~2, and for any function ~ E C(O) we define 
101,1Ob~<t (x,2),(x+O,2+O)EO
Now, we define the following parameters describing the spacing of the partitions above introduced:
!/+1 -m+v<~ r<~ lj
hj:= min l(Zi+l -z;), h* := min h~, 6":= min 6;;m_,,, 
Then R and its derivatives of total order less or equal to s-1 are zero at (t, t'). Hence, by (7), to give a bound for ]E,,,c~(t,?)l it is only necessary to estimate ID"~W,*R(t,~)I .
In our discussion we need the following. (14) .
Proof. By the Taylor series for R we have (6) and the thesis follows immediately by applying Lemma 3.4 of [6] and Lemma 2 to this inequality. An explicit expression for the constant Kj~ can be found in [3] . [] Let Ilgll~ := max(~x)eD Ig(x,y)l; from the above local estimate a global estimate result can be deduced.
1) 0 '-~ f(ni, ~) ~x ~-~-~ c~ gs-~f(t,[)

.. s-~,-~-i .~.,-~ < hjjrtjy cotz~ f; tlj~; Dp,~;), where Kjj is a constant depending on s, j, ~, v, ~, m and proportional to R~,., Rm,~, I-tjj/hj, ttjj/[tj,
AjSf6,m-v, AjS3#,m-~.
Proof. We assume R as in (16). Since to give a bound for ]Ev,~,s(t,?)], from Lemma 1, we only need to estimate [D"~W.*R(t,?)], then from
Theorem 4. Suppose (t, i) E D, let f E Cs-~(D) with 1 ~s < m: then for v, ~ such that 0 <<. v+~<<.s-1
Ilgv,,~,sll~ <<.g H*S-"-'r-lco(DS-l f;H*;D) and for v, ~: such that s <~ v + ~ < m
IIEv,~,, I1~ <glYI*S-V-f-l(°(os-lf; H*; O), where K is a constant depending on s, v, ~, m and proportional to R,~,., R,,,~, H*/h*, H*/h*,
A*I~*, zl*13*.
An explicit expression for the constant K can be found in [3] . 
where c4 is a real constant, h~ = ]ul -u21 and hy = Iv1 -v21.
We distinguish three different cases according to the position of the points (ul, vl), (Uz, V2) in D.
• If (ul,vl) , ( 
Since
A/.~<~a(hx + hy), A;~¢<~a(h~ + h.,.),
then from (ii) (17) holds and the thesis follows.
• 
We remark that, because of the polynomial reproduction property of the operator W,,,*, we have ~n~(~; 0; f) = 0, for any f E PA2,. Moreover, we can write and
are the weights of the one-dimensional quadratures based on nodal splines [6, 15] . Now in order to study the convergence of the cubatures (19) we need the next lemma. 
-Ol
where K* is a real constant.
Proof. From Theorem 6, since fEHp(#,p), we can deduce
where /£~ is a real constant. Therefore, by means of (20) and from definition of fEIIp(l~,#) , we have
where C is a real constant. Then from [5] and Theorem 4 we get 
where e is a positive real number such that e<# and K0 is a constant depending only on e [13] , then we obtain 
Final remarks
In this paper we have considered a bivariate approximation operator defined as tensor product of two univariate nodal spline interpolation schemes and we have studied its smoothness.
Then we have proposed integration rules for CPV integrals (18), based on the above operator, we have obtained some convergence results and derived an error bound when fEHp(fl,~), p~>0, 0 <#~< 1. An other interesting question concerning the application of nodal splines to numerical integration of other kinds of CPV 2D integrals has been considered in [1] .
